WHO IS GEORGE SOROS?
My Purpose and Explanation or Method:
About a month ago (today is October 12, 2016) I wanted to conduct research on the
ultimate fascist, George Soros. I’ve always been interested in traitor and what drives them to turn
against their own people. Where Soros is concerned, I wanted to research his upbringing and try
to get into his brain to see what makes him tick. What I found was alarming, to say the least.
I believe that names have a meaning and I also believe that if a name has a meaning that a
person has a good chance of taking on the personality of that name meaning. A good example of
this is a little-mentioned individual in scripture named Peleg. Peleg was the son of Eber, whose
name the word Hebrew came into being. Eber was a forefather of Abraham and all of Abraham’s
descendants. Scripture says that Peleg was given his name because during his days the Earth was
divided. Peleg means “channeled by water,” which leads many to speculate that during his day
one large land mass became the continents that we live on today. It could also be that Peleg was
born at or around the time that Yahweh confused the languages of mankind and caused men to
divide into tribes and nations. In either case, his name is the epitome of how names have
a meaning.
When I was a young believer in Yeshua back in the late 1970’s I noticed that the
prophecy buffs started to ascribe a numerical value to letters of the English language. They said
that the letter “A” had the value of 1, the letter “B” had the value of two and it continued until
they arrived at “Z” which had 26 as its numeric value. Using this method, which has the name
“numerology” people would take the name or world leaders to see if their letter values equaled
666, the number of the anti-Messiah. Of course, none of these people took into account that some
names are not spelled with the same letters in their original languages. For instance, if someone
today would try to figure out if Benjamin Netanyahu is the anti-Messiah using the English
lettering, they would be wrong right off the bat because Hebrew has no equivalent to the letter
“J” and in Hebrew, his first name is Binyamin, if you were to correctly transliterate his name. So,
there are some faulty ideas when it comes to numerology. Another thing about
numerology referred to as Gematria in Hebrew is that it only seems to work correctly when other
languages are transliterated into Hebrew.

I would be remiss if I didn’t mention that Gematria has its questionable areas too. For
instance, my name, David, is defined as “beloved.” Yahweh even says this in scripture, that
David was his beloved. If you type David into a Gematria calculator the word beloved does not
come up, nor does love, loving or anything else associated with being beloved. We’re told very
clearly in scripture that the word Peleg means “divided” or “channeled by water,” yet typing it
into a Gematria calculator does not yield either word or phrase. We have to take numerology
with a grain of salt. With this in mind, I questioned the results that I got for George Soros when I
typed his name into the Gematria calculator. There were however so many negative and ungodly
attributes to his name that I thought that maybe it was not a coincidence. You be the judge about
that.
Many might ask why I didn’t enter Soros’ original surname into the database. The
answer, I did. There are many interesting attributes to George Schwartz, but there are more with
George Soros. Also, there are two ways to spell his former last name, Schwartz, and
Schwarz and the meaning could differ greatly missing that one letter in the latter spelling. In
addition, the name change to Soros by Soros’ father and mother was deliberate. His family’s
decision to take on the name Soros was done to disassociate themselves from their Jewish
heritage and the Jewish religion. They were atheist Jews. They deliberately left the camp of
Israel, putting themselves outside of the camp and the Bible is clear that if someone was
banished from the camp or chose to leave the camp, they were no longer part of Yahweh’s plan.
In their own eyes the Soros’ were starting a new destiny but in the grand scheme of things, they
were fulfilling the destiny that was written about them from before time began.
I did a Google search, typing in “George Soros Name Meaning,” thinking that I could
find out what George means and what Soros means. The name “George,” means a farmer or a
better rendering is an earth-worker. This is interesting because Soros is attempting to work the
whole earth toward the New World Order. His surname, Soros had a dual meaning. In Hungarian
Soros means “successor,” and in in Esperanto the name means “to soar.” If we put it all together,
we get, “an earth worker that will succeed another and will soar.” Wow, what a powerful
moniker and he seems to have lived up to it in every way.
The definition of his common name almost makes him sound like a good character,
however, in the same Wikipedia article it is told how Soros speculates on currencies, futures and
the success and failures of governments and people. Speculation in itself is not a bad thing. It is
basically like any other stock venture; you invest and you hope that you have invested in
something that will succeed. The problem is that Soros is parasitical in nature. He has enough

money and clout that he can invest in something and make it work. He worms (no pun intended)
his way into the affairs of companies, governments and people’s’ and feeds off of his hosts,
keeping them alive until he no longer needs them and he’s spread his eggs (meddling) to other
hosts. While Soros has delusions of grandeur and thinks of himself as some beneficial god-like
figure, his actions are actually self-serving and Satanic in nature, again, the attributes of someone
with a personality disorder.
Knowing that this man’s best efforts are disingenuous at best I had to research the name
more to see if there is an occult connection to his name. Is he just a man that is deeply disturbed
and deceived, or is he a man of perdition, an abomination that is born to perdition and
unsalvageable? Is there a chance I will see him in Heaven someday, or will I see him cast into
the Lake of Fire with all of the men of perdition and abominable people? Truth be told, only
Yahweh knows the answer to this, but we can make some sort of determination by looking at his
fruit and his attributes.
HEADING TOWARD A SHOWDOWN:
We have to uncomfortably accept the fact that the New World Order will eventually
overtake the world. Believers in Yeshua have known since Yeshua uttered his words to his
disciples (as we see in the 24th chapter of Matthew) that world events would have to come to a
head and that the world would have to become altogether corrupted before his imminent return.
He alluded that there would come a time when the powers of darkness would become so strong
that only the return of Mashiach could bring them to an end. The thought that perhaps, this time,
the era that we are now living is the end of days is unnerving to everyone in this world, and yes,
even the most ardent follower of Yeshua. The thought that one might witness the demise of their
loved ones at the hands of evil men is hard to accept and being present at that eventuality is
crushing for the soul.
There have always been Elites in society. In past ages they were called Nobility and
Clergy in the Western world; their characteristics labeled as other things around the world. The
common man and the righteous man have always suffered under these Elites. However, never
before in history have Elites had the capability to take over the world using political and
religious fascism. We sometimes feel helpless when we see evil advancing unchecked and we
pray and pray yet the powers of darkness still gain strength. We have to seriously wonder if the
evil is left unchecked by Yahweh so as to set up the final showdown between two kingdoms that
have fought each other for years; the forces of Satan versus the Majesty of Yahweh.

Each and every person reading this article has had in their life a person or a group of
people that you have tried to peacefully coexist alongside. We have strived with those people and
kept an uneasy peace for months, years or maybe even decades. We always knew however
that someday situations would dictate that a conflict would occur that would somehow bring
about a final resolution. What we have witnessed over the past several decades is like that
personal situation that I just illustrated. Everything has become polarized to the point that there is
no longer a gray area, no middle of the road. All situations have come to the point where there
cannot be fence walkers and everyone must choose a side. I started to notice this occurring even
in what many called the Church. For quite a few years Yahweh has been quietly separating the
sheep from the goats, but now we witness that this separation is out in the open. It has evolved
from a battle of words to an outright street fight. Yeshua once said that a farmer does not try to
uproot the tares from the wheat when both plants are young. Young wheat and tares look the
same and their roots intermingle. However, when the wheat matures it is easy to see the
difference and at harvest time the two can be safely separated.
The polarization of both the Church and society is becoming painful and will result in a
civil war in each arena. Wherever there is a civil war or the threat of one, there are outside forces
that try to take advantage of the situation at hand. During the U.S. Civil War, the English saw an
opportunity to support the Confederacy, and they did so until they saw that the South was losing
the war. In our current world, predators look to attack and kill the weak and infirm because they
are easy targets. The United States and Western Europe have become weak and infirm because
they have allowed the foundation of western society to become undermined and that
undermining has caused the foundation to crumble. Seeing a weakened foundation, men like
Warren Buffet and George Soros see an opportunity to capsize the West and bring millions of
people under the subjugation of the New World Order that the Elites are successfully building, or
should I say, resurrecting.
If you have paid attention at all to what has happened behind the scenes of American and
European politics you have no doubt heard the name George Soros pop up in conversation or
in written word. George Soros is a Hungarian-American billionaire that is credited with crashing
the Bank of England. He is a meddlesome little bug-a-boo that has bought off numerous
politicians and has funded many anti-American protests both inside the US and around the
world. Soros is an individual that is the classic example of someone with an antisocial
personality disorder. He possesses a god complex and is dedicated to establishing a One World
Fascist Government, no matter what the cost.

WHAT DOES SOROS THINK ABOUT HIMSELF?
After reading what George Soros thinks about himself it is clear that words like
megalomanic are too mild to describe his character. No, he is more aptly described as a person
with an antisocial personality disorder with a god complex. Hebrew scripture is quite clear when
it says that the mouth issues forth the things that are in the heart, and this certainly is true when it
comes to George Soros thinking that he is some sort of god:
§

God in the old testament has a number of attributes, you know like invisible – I was pretty
invisible. Benevolent – I was pretty benevolent. All-seeing – I tried to be all-seeing. The
Glenn Beck Show, Nov. 11, 2010

§

I admit that I have always harbored an exaggerated view of my self-importance — to put it
bluntly, I fancied myself as some kind of god or an economic reformer like Keynes (each
with his General Theory) or, even better, a scientist like Einstein (reflexivity sounds like
relativity). The Alchemy of Finance, George Soros, Google Books

§

It is sort of a disease when you consider yourself some kind of god, the creator of everything,
but I feel comfortable about it now since I began to live it out. THE BILLIONAIRE WHO
BUILT ON CHAOS – GEORGE SOROS, The Independent, June 3, 1993

§

If truth be known, I carried some rather potent messianic fantasies with me from childhood
which I felt I had to control, otherwise I might end up in the loony bin. But when I made my
way in the world, I wanted to indulge myself in my fantasies to the extent that I could
afford. Underwriting Democracy: Encouraging Free Enterprise And Democratic Reform
Among the Soviets and in Eastern Europe, George Soros, Google Books

[Image Source: http://historyscoper.com/soroswatchblog/]
SORO’S GEMATRIA VALUES AND WORDS THAT MATCH IT:
With these things in mind, I thought it prudent to use a Gematria calculator to see how
the name of George Soros plays out when it comes to his name value. George Soros has a
Hebrew Gematria score of 514 and shares that value with some very interesting things. Bear in
mind that there were some things that came up with the value of 514 that were basically stupid or
not at all in context with Soros’ personality or his agenda. These ambiguous things I have
omitted. I do encourage you, that if want to see if my assertions about these ambiguous words
are correct then you can use a Gematria calculator to verify what I have said. Please check all of
my work, especially when it comes to meshing with scripture. Below are some of the value
matches:
Nuclear accident – Was he behind the lack of response on the Japanese reactor after the
earthquake and tidal wave? If the technology exists to create or manipulate weather and/or
seismic events does Soros possess it or does he control someone that does?
Shinning star – Shinning is actually a word. It means to climb up or down something gripping it
with your arms and/or legs. Can Soros be climbing to the top by holding onto Lucifer, son of the
morning?

Armilus Obama – Has an interesting definition. I don’t know about you, but whenever I see the
word “Obama” in something it bears closer examination and research, and almost every time it is
something that is not sound.
Armilus (Hebrew: ( )ארמילוסalso spelled Armilos and Armilius) is an anti-messiah figure in
medieval Jewish eschatology, comparable to medieval interpretations of the Christian Antichrist
and Islamic Dajjal, who will conquer Jerusalem and persecute the Jews until his final defeat at
the hands of God or the true Messiah. His inevitable destruction symbolizes the ultimate victory
of good over evil in the Messianic age.
Therefore, what the term means is that Obama is an Anti-Christ, a type. The fact that the
this is equal in number value to George Soros man mean that George Soros has brought Obama
to the Presidential Throne for his (Soros’) purposes.
Dazed – The word “daze” as defined in the Webster’s 1828 dictionary is: DAZE, verb
transitive to overpower with light; to dim or blind by too strong a light, or to render the sight
unsteady.
Popocatepetl – A volcano in Mexico that has been erupting often since 1994. Popocatépetl, in
Náhuatl, means “smoking mountain” Interestingly enough, a large eruption occurred in 1947.
That is a year that figures well in the prophetic timing of Israel. It was also in 1994 that George
Soros proclaimed himself to be a Deus ex machina of sorts.
[Source: http://yournewswire.com/george-soros-i-am-a-god-i-created-everything/]
This term is defined as:
Deus ex machina (Latin: [ˈdeʊs ɛks
ˈmaː.kʰɪ.naː]: /ˈdeɪ.əs ɛks ˈmɑːkiːnə/ or /ˈdiːəs ɛksˈmækᵻnə/; plural: dei ex machina) is a
Latin calque from Greek ἀπὸ μηχανῆς θεός (apò mēkhanês theós), meaning “god from
the machine”. The term has evolved to mean a plot device whereby a seemingly
unsolvable problem is suddenly and abruptly resolved by the inspired and unexpected
intervention of some new event, character, ability or object. Depending on how it is done,
it can be intended to allow a story to continue when the writer has “painted himself into
a corner” and sees no other way out, to surprise the audience, to bring the tale to a
happy ending, or as a comedic device.
[Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deus_ex_machina]

It is interesting that the antics of George Soros in this world have thrown the whole world
into chaos. He has seriously disrupted the stability of the world, and it is clear that he is a
proponent of the “One World Order.” One has to wonder if when things seem their worse,
George Soros will enter the stage and offer to have all of the solutions.
Pneumatikoi – If you have researched Biblical Greek at all you might recognize this word. Two
its meanings have to do with the Ruach Ha Kodesh, and those who work for Yahweh under the
direction of the Ruach Ha Kodesh. Another meaning refers to the spirit of men, as the spirit of a
man is the third part of the triune makeup of men; body, soul and spirit. The last definition fits
the character and mission of Soros; therefore I will provide that definition in full:
belonging to a spirit, or a being higher than man but inferior to God (seeπνεῦμα, 3
c.): τάπνευματικά (i. e. spiritual beings or powers (R. V.spiritual hosts), cf. Winer‘s
Grammar, 239 (224)) τῆς πονηρίας(genitive of quality), i. e. wicked spirits, Ephesians
6:12.
It is obvious that Soros is not operating under the direction of the Ruach Ha Kodesh, and
he like all other natural men have a spirit, so the only definition that makes sense and fits the
context is the one above. Looking at George Soros, observing his actions and looking at the
context of his quotes, the only deduction that can be made is that Soros is under the direction of
wicked spiritual beings.
Fleur de soleil – While this sounds so eloquent in French, it means “sunflower.” I searched
for occult symbolism of sunflowers, seeing that many Illuminati worship the sun and found the
following:
The daisy flower, the marigold, and the sunflower also are indicative of the sun as a deity
and so, traditionally, adherents of the Mystery Religions, as well as Hindus,
Zoroastrians, and others, utilize these symbols. Adam Weishaupt, founder in 1776 of the
Order of the Illuminati, encouraged “Flower Power” as a symbol, and it was taken up by
New Age hippies in the ’60s.”””

Time Magazine cover. December 10, 2001
Upon his death, Time magazine published this telling photo of Beatle superstar George
Harrison (1943-2001) on the cover of its December 10, 2001, issue. Harrison, wearing
black, in a black and white photo, holds a sunflower, symbol of the Illuminati Sun God.
The solar deity is also prominently worshiped in the Hindu religion and the Beatles were
devoted followers of the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi and other Indian Hindu gurus. Time’s
feature story, in fact, reports that George Harrison never gave up on his gurus, to his
dying breath. All the Beatles were drenched in illegal drugs, such as cocaine, hashish,
and heroin. Their album, Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band, even had a cameo
photo of British “666” beast Satanist priest, Aleister Crowley, on its cover. The latest
information is that the Beatles were an experimental music group sponsored behind the
scenes by British and U.S. intelligence. Their role was intended to use various psyops
mechanisms and anti-Christian messages to arouse turmoil and psychological trauma in
society. One of the Beatles most memorable albums was titled, Magical Mystery Tour.
Beatle John Lennon was murdered by a man that many believe to have been a CIA
trained “Manchurian Candidate,” and George Harrison was once assaulted and stabbed
by a would-be assassin.
[Source: http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/codex_magica/codex_magica22
.htm]

Knowing it is the intent to remake capitalism into fascist capitalism, and probably by
doing so any way possible, it would not be surprising, but expected for George Soros one of
the higher ups in the Illuminati plans to start a New World Order, and to be a sun worshiper.
Lod antichrist – Okay, I hope you’re sitting down because you’ll either fall down laughing or
you will see how Islamic eschatology can be melded into Christian eschatology and how
believers in Yeshua could be deceived if they buy into Christlam. In Islam, Yeshua is known as
Isa Ibn Maryiam, or Yeshua (Jesus) son of Miriam (Mary). The Islamic equivalent to anti-Christ
is called Dajjal. There are several different accounts of the killing of Dajjal, probably because of
the whole Sunni vs. Shia vs. smaller sects’ garbage that goes on all of the time. Muslims hate
their competing sects just as much as they hate nonbelievers. Basically, from what I’ve been
able to understand they all share the following. There will come a day when the Dajjal will be
cornered in Lod (Lud in Arabic) and at that time Isa (Yeshua) will come down from heaven to
slay him. After that time, the last Iman or Mahdi will come to Earth to rule. As an aside, isn’t
that like Muslims; letting others take care of the hardships so that they can reap the benefits?
As you can see, Yeshua is mentioned in the Koran and in a few other Islamic writings,
but always as the Son of Mary and not the Son of Yahweh; and he is also called a prophet
of god (Allah) and not Yahweh come in the flesh. This will be a litmus test when Islamics say to
you that they believe in Yeshua. Brit Hadasha is specific that true believers in Yeshua know that
Yeshua is Yahweh come in the flesh, all Yahweh, and all Adam.
Personally, I do not believe that George Soros is the anti-Messiah. I do believe that he is
working on establishing it for that person in the way of bringing the world together under one
roof.
Challenge day – This is actually a program that is brought into schools in the guise of helping
students to cope with problems. In essence, it is just another self-help program. It puts the
students through a series of highs and lows so that they can get in touch with their feelings.
George Soros is a major supporter of this program and so are people like Oprah Winfrey and Ted
Turner. When these three people are interested in helping kids, major red flags should go up.
This is just another indoctrination program to grab the minds of the children and to soften them
up for the New Age and The New World Order.
Sigil of Lucifer – This is quite interesting. What is a sigil exactly? The 1828 Webster’s
dictionary defines “sigil” as:

SIG’IL, noun [Latin sigillum] A seal; signature.
In addition, the modern and online Webster’s Dictionary defines “sigil” as:
A sign, word, or device held to have occult power in astrology or magic
By looking at the definitions, we can see that Soros is Lucifer’s signature man, the one
can give orders and seal them with Lucifer’s signature. He is a device that Lucifer is using, one
that has occult power in astrology and/or magic. Did you ever wonder why this reptilian can do
whatever he wants and he’s never held accountable? Well, he has satanic authority in a satanic
world, that’s why.
priests of Baʿal – Before we can go further, we have to define who Baal (Bah-ahl) really is:
Baal was the name of the supreme god worshiped in ancient Canaan and Phoenicia. The
practice of Baal worship infiltrated Jewish religious life during the time of the Judges
(Judges 3:7), became widespread in Israel during the reign of Ahab (1 Kings 16:31-33)
and also affected Judah (2 Chronicles 28:1-2). The word baal means “lord”; the plural
is baalim. In general, Baal was a fertility god who was believed to enable the earth to
produce crops and people to produce children. Different regions worshiped Baal in
different ways, and Baal proved to be a highly adaptable god. Various locales
emphasized one or another of his attributes and developed special “denominations” of
Baalism. Baal of Peor (Numbers 25:3) and Baal-Berith (Judges 8:33) are two examples
of such localized deities.
According to Canaanite mythology, Baal was the son of El, the chief god, and Asherah,
the goddess of the sea. Baal was considered the most powerful of all gods, eclipsing El,
who was seen as rather weak and ineffective. In various battles Baal defeated Yamm, the
god of the sea, and Mot, the god of death and the underworld. Baal’s sisters/consorts
were Ashtoreth, a fertility goddess associated with the stars, and Anath, a goddess of love
and war. The Canaanites worshiped Baal as the sun god and as the storm god—he is
usually depicted holding a lightning bolt—who defeated enemies and produced crops.
They also worshiped him as a fertility god who provided children. Baal worship was
rooted in sensuality and involved ritualistic prostitution in the temples. At times,
appeasing Baal required human sacrifice, usually the firstborn of the one making the
sacrifice (Jeremiah 19:5). The priests of Baal appealed to their god in rites of wild
abandon which included loud, ecstatic cries and self-inflicted injury (1 Kings 18:28).
Before the Hebrews entered the Promised Land, the Lord God warned against
worshiping Canaan’s gods (Deuteronomy 6:14-15), but Israel turned to idolatry anyway.
During the reign of Ahab and Jezebel, at the height of Baal worship in Israel, God
directly confronted the paganism through His prophet Elijah. First, God showed that He,

not Baal, controlled the rain by sending a drought lasting three-and-one-half years (1
Kings 17:1). Then Elijah called for a showdown on Mt. Carmel to prove once and for all
who the true God was. All day long, 450 prophets of Baal called on their god to send fire
from heaven—surely an easy task for a god associated with lightning bolts—but “there
was no response, no one answered, no one paid attention” (1 Kings 18:29). After Baal’s
prophets gave up, Elijah prayed a simple prayer, and God answered immediately with
fire from heaven. The evidence was overwhelming, and the people “fell prostrate and
cried, ‘The LORD–he is God! The LORD–he is God!’” (verse 39).
In Matthew 12:27, Jesus calls Satan “Beelzebub,” linking the devil to Baal-Zebub, a
Philistine deity (2 Kings 1:2). The Baalim of the Old Testament were nothing more than
demons masquerading as gods, and all idolatry is ultimately devil-worship (1
Corinthians 10:20). [Source: https://gotquestions.org/who-Baal.html]
It is interesting that we see sun worship coming into the mix again. Another thing that we
see is that the Priests of Baal would work themselves into a frenzy when calling on their lord.
This included cutting themselves with knives in an effort to get attention to their petitions. And
yes, this is something that Islam does during their unholy day of Eid. We may never know for
sure if Soros practices such things, but I think that it is uncanny that the Gematria figures that the
value of his name equals the value of Priests of Baal. However, we have already seen that Lod
Anti-Christ is Islamic in nature and so are the actions of the Priests of Baal. The evidence is
circumstantial, but it is compelling thus far.
King Conquer – This is a very telling moniker. I say this because it can have two meanings. It
could mean that he as a king is a conqueror or it could mean that he is a man that conquers kings.
Both apply to George Soros. In the financial world, he is a king of sorts, seeing that he came
from very little and made a kingdom for himself (with a satanic plan of course). In addition, he
has been cunning enough to take down national banks and buy nations. Speaking of which, in the
last ten years or so George Soros has become very vocal, bragging that he has presidents and
potential presidents in his pocket and has been associated with much of the racial strife that we
now see here in the United States, which has been promoted by Obama and other foreign
interests.
Arcturian – According to New Age thought in regard to extraterrestrials, there are several races
visiting the earth that want to help us to “evolve” spiritually. First off, it is my contention and
one that I have proved both biblically and scientifically, that these supposed “races” of visitors
are fallen angels. Their message is always anti-Messiah. Having researched through many pages

for a definition of what the Arcturians are (or who they claim to be) I found a page that yields the
best explanation:
The Arcturians are a group consciousness extraterrestrial race that are highly evolved
and come from the Arcturus star system. They seek to help mankind and are known as
masters healers. Their skills and knowledge in working with spiritual energies are
immense. They have channeled through me that they are motivated to help us humans
find our perfected self. Perfection here means being connected and aligned with of our
divine self in ways which lead to the fullest possible experience and expression.
Sometimes we need healing to assist us with this and so this is why they are known for
their healing skills. However, they are capable of helping us with many different aspects
of our multi-dimensional self, such as with energetic purification, grounding, soul
awareness and with working in energetic ways with our chakras and light bodies.
[Source: http://www.siriusascension.com/extraterrestrials.htm]
Aside from all of the other horse hockey in the paragraph, one term stands out that brings
us back to our little study of “Challenge Day.” That term is “soul awareness,” and it is the same
thing as we found in Challenge Day, where children are helped to “find themselves,” yet another
self-help method of softening up the populace.
Now, I seriously doubt that George Soros is an actual Arcturian because extraterrestrials
are actually fallen angels, but like I showed in my “In the Days of Noah” series there was DNA
manipulation before the flood of Noah’s day, and probably after that time too and there currently
is today. If the fallen angels, in the disguise of Archturians that have offered altered DNA to
George Soros, and he has accepted their offer then perhaps some case could be made for
the Archturians and George Soros having the same Gematria numbers. This is a perfect segue
into discussion of the next phrase and how it could connect to George Soros.
Dulce Genetics Lab – Of all of the Gematria matches that I have found, this one I find of the
highest interest. When I look at photos of George Soros, something just doesn’t look normal. It is
almost like Soros is part human and part something else. I’ve always had a sneaking suspicion
that he has had his DNA mingled with DNA from some other species either worldly or otherworldly.
The internet is rife with stories about what is known as a DUMB, which is an acronym
for Deep Underground Military Base. As legend has it, back in the 1950’s the United States
entered into a treaty with what it thought was one or more extraterrestrial races. In exchange for
technology, the government gave permission for these entities to abduct a certain amount of its

citizens for experimental purposes. In concert with these aliens, the military built military bases
deep within the earth and shared tenancy with the aliens. Legend says that this is how these bases
came into being. Supposedly, the aliens reneged on their part of the agreement and took far more
than they agreed to. It is rumored that around Dulce, New Mexico there exists such a base, and
some of the stories coming out about the base are incredible.
It has long been rumored that the fallen angels that refer to themselves as “reptilians” are
the entities that are in charge of this earthly mission. A cursory reading of the Book of Jasher
shows that before the flood of Noah’s time DNA manipulation was quite common, and with the
promise that when He returned, Yeshua said that it would be a time “as in the days of Noah.”
The pieces of the puzzle all start to fit together. What cements the whole DNA premise of mixing
seed can be found in the prophetic Book of Daniel:
And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, part of potters’ clay, and part of iron, the
kingdom shall be divided; but there shall be in it of the strength of the iron, forasmuch as
thou sawest the iron mixed with miry clay. And as the toes of the feet were part of iron,
and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly broken. And whereas
thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves with the seed of men:
but they shall not cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay. Daniel 2:4143
Knowing that Adam was created from the dust of the earth (hence, clay), we have to
deduce that “they” are something other than human. All along Yahweh was telling us that there
would be DNA manipulation and mixing in the last days. George Soros is rich beyond any of our
imaginations and he has power, the only thing that he would be lacking is some sort of spiritual
power or promise of eternal life, but a lie of attaining such by mixing his DNA with that of fallen
angels would help him to believe a lie that he could have that power. So, seeing his name having
the same Gemara value as Dulce Genetic Lab is not at all surprising, at least to me anyway.
His name is Satan – This is sort of ambiguous because it’s not clear whether the Gematria tells
us that Soros is Satan or if the statement is something that George Soros proclaims. In either
case, it is interesting that the numeric values are the same.
Internal order – It is no secret that George Soros has wormed his way into the internal affairs of
many nations. It is also known that he has bought off many politicians, Hillary Clinton being the
latest casualty of Soros’ meddling. It is not surprising that internal order (aka infiltration)
matches his name’s numeric value.

Poor scrat – This word has a variety of meanings. First and most popular, it means to rake or
scratch, like a cat does with its claws. It also means to rake, like going through something with a
fine-tooth comb. As an old Gaelic term, it meant an old mean person. An obsolete definition in
Anglo-Saxon meant hermaphrodite. I’ll leave this one up to the reader’s interpretation.
Prophetic math – Prophetic math automatically makes me think of the 70 Weeks of Daniel’s
prophecy. We know that 69 of those weeks were completed with the coming and death of
Yeshua Ha Mashiach, but one week still remains. The remaining week is what many hold to be
the 7 last years of human dominion on Earth, the future historic events that are given to us in the
Book of Revelation. That the words “prophetic math” are equivalent in value to George Soros
could mean that he will be a key figure during that time, and, if he is a key player for setting up
the Beast System mentioned in Revelation, then his actions are fulfilling the prophetic time
schedule.
The Dome of The Rock – While my research could find no direct ties between Soros and The
Dome of The Rock, it is common knowledge that Soros is very proactive in supporting antiIsrael organizations. It would come as no surprise to me that Soros was behind the pressuring of
Israel to give up the administration of the Temple Mount and hand it over to Jordan.
The Fire Stealer – That this phrase matches George Soros is indeed interesting. The first thing
that came to my mind is that we are told by Yohanan The Baptist that Yeshua would baptise his
followers with the Holy Spirit and with FIRE. I believe that the “fire” here is the refiner’s fire,
one similar to the goldsmith or silversmith that would melt down precious metals to remove the
dross and impurities that would rise to the top during the molten process. However, Soros
supports peoples and nations that bring persecution to the Body of Mashiach, therefore he could
be considered a source of the fire that Yahweh uses to bring purity to His followers.
A possible scenario could be that this symbolic of a man that can buy and conquer
nations that have nuclear war capabilities. For instance, it is no secret that Soros owns Hillary
Clinton; he’s made that statement. If she were to become President, and he owned her then has in
effect stolen the fire from our nation because he can dictate to his Clinton puppet how to use the
nuclear arsenal.
The most plausible meaning, however, is found in his words. Soros has claimed to be a
great benefactor of mankind and even compares himself to being a god. We saw that in his
quotes at the beginning of this document. Soros has a god complex that he’s quite proud of. He

also claims to be a benefactor of people. A simple search with a few keywords found the
following result of another character that stole fire from the gods of Mount Olympus and gave
that technology to mankind:
Prometheus (/prəˈmiːθiəs/ prə-mee-thee-əs; Greek: Προμηθεύς [promɛːtʰeús], meaning
“forethought”) is a Titan in Greek mythology, best known as the deity in Greek
mythology who was the creator of mankind and its greatest benefactor, who stole fire
from Mount Olympus and gave it to mankind.
The Titans of Greek Mythology were crossbreds born from the union of the gods of
Olympus and human females. Hey, where do we read about that? We know that the Nephilim
were/are hybrids between fallen angels and human females. We also saw earlier that Soros’
name bears the same numerical value as Dulce Genetics Lab, long rumored to be a combined lab
of humans working with aliens (fallen angels). Could George Soros be a Nephilim? Perhaps he
uses the technology of the fallen angels to enhance his own DNA? Another clue is his rabid
hatred for Followers of Yeshua and his “tolerance” (barely) of Jews. Whether he’ll somehow
gain control of the West’s nuclear arsenal and somehow share it with Yahweh’s enemies is yet to
be seen. So far, he’s only succeeded in implementing plans to rape the rich nations of their
wealth and feigning to share it with the poorer nations of the world.
Portal to Hell – Believe it or not, there is nothing, and I mean nothing on the internet that ties
George Soros in with funding CERN or directly ties him in with any other stargate project.
However, since he basically runs many nations in Europe de facto it is possible that he has some
sort of collateral relationship with CERN. With this one, only time and perhaps some good
hacking will bring out the truth.
We cannot forget however the possible tie we made with Dulce Genetics Lab. Very few
people know for sure what operates in such places as Dulce or Area 51. We also must realize that
the things that we find out are most of the time leaked on purpose. In other words, we learn what
they want us to know. People like Soros employ think tanks that work through every possible
scenario that can result from every possible angle and they probably employ supercomputers to
do that work. There are things that they fund and things that they do that will probably never be
revealed this side of eternity.
Ophidian kundalini – Now we get back to some interesting and blatant things. I immediately
wondered how ophidian was defined and found the following:

OPHIDIAN, adjective [Gr. a serpent.] Pertaining to serpents; designating an order of
vertebral animals destitute of feet or fins.
[Source: http://webstersdictionary1828.com/Dictionary/Ophidian]
And:
Of, relating to, or resembling snakes [Source: http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/ophidian]
There can be no doubt as to the definition of “ophidian” yields. But what about the definition of
Kundalini? Here are some definitions:
Kundalini (Sanskrit kuṇḍalinī, कुण्डिलनी, “coiled one”), in the Dharma religions, is a
primal energy, or shakti, located at the base of the spine. Different spiritual traditions
teach methods of “awakening” kundalini for the purpose of reaching spiritual
enlightenment. Kundalini is described as lying “coiled” at the base of the spine,
represented as either a goddess or sleeping serpent waiting to be awakened. In modern
commentaries, Kundalini has been called an unconscious, instinctive orlibidinal force, or
“mother energy or intelligence of complete maturation”.
[Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kundalini]
Kundalini is a spirit that often mimics the Ruach Ha Kodesh and is attested to being
Ruach Ha Kodesh experience by people who know nothing about how the original Ruach
operates. Here is a good definition of the Kundalini Spirit:
Kundalini is a term you may or may not be familiar with- It is a demonic spirit which is
known as a counterfeit Holy Spirit from the Hindus & incorporated into new age
philosophy & practice… under the influence of this demonic spirit people will testify to
having “deep spiritual sensations” such as “knowing” other people’s thoughts- full body
& outer body feelings of bliss & ecstasy. Uncontrollable physical sensations such as
crying laughing & jerking – vivid dreams, visions & trances.
[Source: https://rooftopsandrafters.wordpress.com/fire-tunnels-kundalini-the-false-holyspirit/]
In essence, the first definition tells us in New Age terminology what the second definition
explains to us. The name Ophidian Kundalini means a snake-like reptilian that is a spirit that is
coiled at the base of the spine. It appears to be able to take over the nerve impulses of a man or
woman and is without a doubt, demonic possession.
https://youtu.be/F3hFDNmNe2M

Okay, so now we go back to the Dulce Genetics Lab and its association with reptilian
fallen angels, portal to hell, his name is Satan and now a serpentine spirit that possesses people.
Is George Soros a reptilian (fallen angel) / Human hybrid? Is he a human that has had his DNA
mixed with Reptilian DNA and/or is he possessed by the Kundalini Spirit? Again, one could only
tell by meeting Mr. Soros and discerning his character, but from by determining the fruit he is
producing we can gather that he is not on the side of good. And even though we’re not supposed
to base our assertions via numerology, these things are really starting to add up (no pun
intended).
I Think I Can Make it Rain – It’s common knowledge that if you can control the weather, you
control food production and in turn, you control the world. There are many that believe that
mankind is now able to control weather patterns all over the globe. I have an acquaintance that
has a friend that actually had an audience with President Obama, who when asked about
Chemtrails, was told that they are real and are being used to protect us from the harmful rays of
the sun. One thing we know about Obama, he never tells the truth, so instead of being for
mankind’s benefit, Chemtrails are probably being used for depopulation purposes.
One theory states that the chemicals that are sprayed in our skies every day contain a
variety of different heavy metals and still, others contain bacterium and virus’. Personally, I was
on an airliner that flew through chemtrails back in 2008. Me, a person that never had lung
problems suddenly came down with a case of bronchitis that lasted for at least three months. And
you know what, every time some sort of respiratory bug comes around, I catch it and it turns into
asthmatic bronchitis. My last major bout with bronchitis occurred in January of 2016 and I still
have problems; it has never resolved.
While Soros might have his hands on the weather control button, and he might be using it
for population control, rain comes in many different forms. Yes, it can rain down water droplets,
or it can rain down poisons, heaven metals, and biologic weapons. Personally, I do believe that
the result of chemtrails is to weaken the immune system of millions of people so that when a
strong and virulent flu is introduced in a pandemic many of us will not survive. Only by
Yahweh’s grace and healing power will people like me be overcomers of what they plan for so
many people.
If the “I Think I can make it Rain” phrase is talking about actual rain it could aid Soros
and other elites in reducing populations. Again, not rain, no crops, and no food. No food causes
animals to die in addition to people, multiplying the carnage even more.

The big question is, does Soros have anything to do with HAARP? Below is an image of
the Bilderberger Group. You’ll find Soros’ name there and lines that connect him to certain
concerns. One should not even think that the lines that he is connected to are the only ways that
he works with the Bilderberger Group.

[Source: http://www.businessinsider.com/this-chart-shows-the-bilderberg-groups-connection-toeverything-in-the-world-2012-6]
Gods prophet – This phrase could cause some trouble because in gematria there is no use of
punctuation. Therefore, the “gods” in the phrase could be singular or plural. Secondly, the use of
the word “god” in our multicultural, multiethnic and ecumenical world is not a good idea
anymore. I once worked in a highly multicultural workplace. I sneezed and heard “god bless
you,” from at least eight people. The problem was that some were Buddhist’s, two were Hindu,

one a Moslem, a Taoist, a Shiniest and one was a Mormon. In one sneeze I was blessed by
Universal Harmony, Shiva, Vishnu, Allah and the ancient ancestors of two people. To each one,
their god is God and they were blessing me in their god’s name used to its lowest politically
correct denominator.
When the Gematria says that George Soros has the same equivalent to “gods prophet,”
we can pretty well assume that the god there is not Yahweh. Let’s just say that it is the god of the
New Age at best and/or Satan at worse. Let us not forget too that many false prophets, such as
Joseph Smith, Mohammed and others all received false divine revelation from fallen angels who
came in the guise of Yahweh’s holy angels. Also, let us not forget that George Soros has the
financial means to speak a prophecy and to make it a self-fulfilled prophecy, and, since he serves
a god other than Yahweh, he probably has help from Satan in many if not all matters.
The First Seal – Now this phrase is very exciting. As a believer in Yeshua I attest that I do
believe that the Book of Revelation is real and that it was Yeshua’s revelation to Yohannan about
things that would play out at the End of Days. Let us look at the First Seal in Revelation:
And I saw when the Lamb opened one of the seals, and I heard, as it were the noise of thunder,
one of the four beasts saying, Come and see. And I saw, and behold a white horse: and he that sat
on him had a bow; and a crown was given unto him: and he went forth conquering, and to
conquer. Revelation 6:1-2
Notice that when the First Seal is opened to reveal a rider on a white horse. The rider is given a
bow and he went conquering and to conquer. Notice however that although he has a bow, he
isn’t given any arrows. The bow is a sign of power, but without arrows, his power has to be
something else. Could that power be wealth and buying off power with that wealth? Could the
conquering be overcoming mankind by using crop and weather manipulation? Could the
conquering occur by donating to political causes and installing political people that are opposed
to Yahweh and His People? These are exactly the things that George Soros is doing in our world
today. He is toppling governments and placing his people in power. He controls much of the
food and possibly even the weather.
Obama no Christian – If anyone is an Obama supporter, it is George Soros. Obama and Soros
both share the mission of destroying the United States and turning it into a second or even a third
world nation. For more information on how Soros worked to bring Obama into the limelight and
how he supported his rise to President click here. For the first four years of his presidency,

Obama touted that he was a Christian, citing his membership in Jeremiah Wright’s church, which
turned out to be a group of people that led a “hate whitey” campaign. Wright, it turns out is into
Black Liberation Theology. When Wright became too vocal, Obama distanced himself from
Wright. Of course, anyone that had read Obama’s books knew that he was a communist, but also
that he professed that if a political tide turned against Islam, he would side with Islam. That is
exactly what he has done during his whole presidency. People like Soros investigate and know
every detail of the people that they want to use for their cause. Soros had to know that Obama
was not a genuine Christian. In fact, had Obama been a genuine believer in Yeshua, Soros would
have never had an interest in him.
The blood and the grail – As it was mentioned earlier, Soros does not like Christians and he
barely tolerates Jews. Also mentioned earlier is Soros’s support for depopulating the Earth for
the purposes of saving the planet. The pages of Revelation talk about a woman holding a cup
(chalice or grail) filled with the “blood of the saints.” Soros is trying his hardest and is spending
a lot of money to create the beast system that will support the woman that holds that grail filled
with the blood of the saints.
Host of Sails – At first this phrase does not seem to make a lot of sense. Prayerful research
yields a lot of insight. First it is important to find a proper definition for the word “host.” Going
to the Webster’s 1828 dictionary we find that host means:
HOST, noun [Latin hostis, a stranger, an enemy, probably of the same family.
It is interesting that the definition says that the enemy is probably of the same family. I
haven’t mentioned it until now because mentioning that George Soros’ name is not his original
name would have caused people to build a case against Jews because George Soros was
born György Schwartz and was born to Hungarian Jewish parents. It comes as no surprise that
Soros doesn’t identify with his Jewish heritage. Reading some biographical information about
Soros confirms that assertion. So, being an enemy to his own family should come as no surprise
to anyone when he is called a “host.”
When we talk about sails, we know that there are several different definitions for the
word. When one sails, they are conveyed from one place to another on a ship or another device
that uses the wind as a propellant. But what exactly is a sail? Webster’s 1828 defines sails as:

SAILS, To be impelled or driven forward by the action of wind upon sails, as a ship on
water.
Notice that the definition says uses the term “driven forward.” Another way to say it
would be to say that sails help to move progress forward. Taking the two definitions and putting
them together we come up with something interesting. We could say that George Soros is an
enemy of the Jewish people who is intent on keeping the Jews from progressing forward. This is
quite evident because Soros likes to donate to Arab and Palestinian (same thing) causes which
always tend to hinder the forward progress of the Jewish State and the Jewish people at large.
The only Jews that seem to prosper are the minority of “Self-hating Jews” that support liberal
causes and the causes of the enemy of the Jews.
The Algorithm of Life – I love words. I often look for the definitions of words so that I can use
them correctly. Just today I had a falling out of sorts with a man whose wife was being faithful in
that she was defending her husband’s integrity although some people thought that his message
was wrong. When she was called out for her abruptness, she responded by saying that she was
not judging people, but admonishing them. Well, admonishing is the wrong word because it
means to reprimand, rebuke, scold, reprove, reproach, upbraid, chastise, chide, berate or criticize
someone. In effect, the woman was not saying that she judged people, but that she punished
them. She was skipping a step and going right into condemnation. Of course, her husband
defended her action. I can’t really blame him. I live half a continent away but he has to live with
her. Words mean a lot and when they are said they are impossible to take back.
Some words are hard to understand for some people, heck, even I am stumped from time
to time and have to look at a dictionary. It is also fascinating to see how words evolved over the
years. Let’s take a look at the word “algorithm” and see where it comes from and what it means:
Algorithm: a procedure for solving a mathematical problem (as of finding the greatest
common divisor) in a finite number of steps that frequently involves repetition of an
operation; broadly : a step-by-step procedure for solving a problem or accomplishing
some end especially by a computer
When speaking about algorithms of life we can look to scripture to see what Yahweh says on the
matter. According to Yeshua, there are two algorithms to life that a man can take:
Therefore all things whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to
them: for this is the law and the prophets. Enter ye in at the strait gate: for wide is the
gate, and broad is the way, that leadeth to destruction, and many there be which go in

thereat: Because strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and
few there be that find it. Matthew 7:12-14
And:
He hath shewed thee, O man, what is good; and what doth the Lord require of thee, but
to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk humbly with thy God? Micah 6:8
The worldly algorithm is a wide road and a wide gate and there are a lot of people that
take that route. That path carries people that want riches and power, those who think of
themselves OR of their causes which they sometimes see as righteous acts.
The Kingdom of Yahweh algorithm is illustrated in the scripture above, that we live the
Golden Rule, that we practice justice, and love to show mercy and to walk humbly with Yahweh.
That all becomes a reality when we come to faith in Yeshua Ha Mashiach. Scripture says that
those who walk the wide road and enter the wide gate tend to profess themselves to be wise, but
Yahweh sees them as fools. The world, on the other hand, sees the plan that Yahweh has for his
people as foolishness. I choose to care about what Yahweh thinks, not what man thinks.
George Soros and others like him choose the worldly algorithm and while looking at their
actions with worldly eyes it does look successful to them, but in reality, they obtain things that
will all burn one day in a fervent heat that will destroy everything that is not done humbly so as
to give Yahweh the glory. Both algorithm’s work, but one is earth specific and the other is
eternity specific. The funny thing is that Yahweh’s algorithm, although it seems like foolishness
to those who are perishing, in reality, speaks to their spirit which causes them to want what they
think is foolishness. The smart ones come around sooner or later.
Aristocrat – To understand what an aristocrat is one must first understand what an aristocracy is.
Aristocracy is defined as:
A form of government, in which the whole supreme power is vested in the principal
persons of a state; or in a few men distinguished by their rank and opulence. When the
supreme power is exercised by a small number, the government is called an oligarchy.
The latter word, however, is usually applied to a corrupted form of aristocracy
An aristocracy is a government that is run by a few men distinguished by their rank and
opulence. Opulence means wealth. An aristocrat is one of those men of rank and opulence. In
today’s world aristocrats are different in that they usually do not have rank in the sense of

military rank, but they have a high rank among the areas of society that they control. For
instance, Buffet and Soros are kingpins when it comes to finance so they are monetary
aristocrats. Power is another attribute where Soros and Buffet have aristocratic prowess.
Aristocrats are skilled at buying and owning people. Case in point is that he has heavily funded
Hillary Clinton. Scripture says that the borrower becomes the servant to the lender, turning
Hillary and everyone else that Soros has helped into his puppet or slave.
Sirius Black – From what I’ve been able to ascertain through research (I despise Harry Potter),
Sirius Black is a character in the Harry Potter series that was seen by his family as being a traitor
and disowned. He was the black sheep of the family. Sirius Black was never accepted by his
family, never reconciled. He always thought himself to be misunderstood and framed for wrongs
that he never did. There are parallels to Soros and Black. Soros is seen as a traitor by Jews and
also by Americans who see him as a power that is trying to destroy the American Republic to
replace it with an NWO dictatorship.
The Christian God – As was evidenced in the quotes from George Soros, he does see himself as
at the very least a messianic figure, and at the greatest a god in his own right. One
might ponder why “the Christian God?” Why not the Christian and Jewish God? The answer is
simple. We know Yeshua to be Lord, King, and God, especially God that came in Human Form.
Up to the time of this writing, the majority of Jews do not see Yeshua in that light. To be a
messianic figure in a Jewish sense (again, at this present time) Yeshua can only be a man that
Yahweh has endowed with great military power and a Kingdom authority. Of course, we know
that a time will come when Jews as a whole will recognize Yeshua as Savior, King and “God
With Us.”
The Rock of Offense – This is a term taken out of Hebrew Scripture. Let’s look at the scripture
and then I will show how it could apply to George Soros:
Sanctify the Lord of hosts himself; and let him be your fear, and let him be your
dread. And he shall be for a sanctuary; but for a stone of stumbling and for a rock of
offence to both the houses of Israel, for a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of
Jerusalem. And many among them shall stumble, and fall, and be broken, and be snared,
and be taken. Isaiah 8:13-15
We can compare this scripture to its being quoted in Romans chapter nine and 1 Peter
chapter two. It is clearly a messianic prophecy that is talking about Yeshua Ha Mashiach. The
context of the chapter bears that out to be true. We have to remember that the powers of darkness

like to mimic the workings of Yahweh in something called “the same but opposite.” In other
words, they will make some figure in history look as if he is fulfilling Last Day’s Prophecy yet
he will be a counterfeit and will be working for and with Satan to deceive mankind. Yeshua
gives us another clue that we should consider:
I am come in my Father’s name, and ye receive me not: if another shall come in his own
name, him ye will receive. John 5:43
While Yeshua came to give men forgiveness with Yahweh, peace and eternal life,
someone like Soros who has a God-Complex comes to offer worldly things. Israel stumbled over
Yeshua and by many not believing in Him they fell into a trap and were snared by the Oral
Torah. On the other hand, a benefactor like Soros is causing strife between Jew and Arab
because he supports Arabs and Palestinians and defames Israel thus causing stumbling, yet one
day he will become a benefactor of Israel and many will believe that he is their messiah. I’m not
saying that Soros is the actual Anti-Messiah, but he is a type of Anti-Messiah, perhaps a false
anti-Messiah that the real Anti-Messiah will overcome to look like a hero to Israel. One thing is
for certain, Soros does cause Israel to stumble in that he supports anyone with anti-Jewish
sentiments, but he also hates the Remnant of Ephraim vehemently.
Implied contract – It would seem that if one could define George Soros in two words it would
be Implied Contract. First, we must understand what an implied contract is:
An implied contract is an agreement created by actions of the parties involved, but it is
not written or spoken. This is a contract assumed to have been drawn. In this case, there
is no written record nor any actual verbal agreement. A form of animplied contract is an
implied warranty provided automatically by law.
[Source: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/implied_contract.asp]
So how is George Soros the epitome of “implied contracts?” We will look at the case of
Hillary Clinton’s association with Soros. Soros does not like the American capitalistic system.
He knows that Hillary Clinton is a socialist that wants to continue Obama’s fundamental
transformation of America. Since George Soros wants to destroy America, his giving money to
Hillary Clinton is an implied contract in that they both have the same goal and he wants to fund
her to help her to accomplish their shared goal. Soros funded Barack Obama also, for the same
purposes.

Another evidence is that George Soros supports the depopulation of the Earth. Soros
contributes heavily to fund Planned Parenthood. Soros knows that Planned Parenthood is
dedicated to killing off unborn children so it accomplishes his purposes. I find it sort of ironic
that these gifts are known as charitable contributions. The word “charity” is a synonym of
“love.” So, in essence, by definition, Soros loves to destroy America and kill babies.
It has come out that Soros funded the Boycott Israel Products movement which makes
him anti-Israel, and, he has also funded the Black Lives Matter movement in America. The man
is truly an abomination. All of the funding that Soros does is done as implied contracts. Think
about that.
Denouncement – This word fits well with George Soros. We have to realize that the forces of
this world that work for evil aren’t inventive, they are reinventive, meaning that they use the
same devices but with different packaging. A good example is how they present the fallen angels
of old as the extraterrestrials we see and hear about in modern times; same thing, different gift
wrapping.
Looking at the Webster’s 1828 Dictionary we find the following (and only) definition:
DENOUNCEMENT, noun The declaration of a menace, or of evil; denunciation.
Webster’s modern online dictionary also says that an archaic definition of “denounce” is to
“portend.” I knew that the word means “a sign” but wanted to see the full definition. Again, I
went to Webster’s 1828 Dictionary and found the meaning of portend:
PORTEND’, verb transitive [Latin portendo; por; Eng. fore, and tendo, to stretch.] To
foreshow; to foretoken; to indicate something future by previous signs.
George Soros is by no means stupid. He’s probably one of the smartest men on earth and
if there is something that he might need help with, he can hire the smartest advisors on earth. The
problem with Soros is that he works for the wrong side; for Lucifer, the cunning deceiver of
mankind, and, one-third of Yahweh’s original angels.
We know that Lucifer (Satan) is insane because he uses the same tactics each and every
time thinking that somehow the next time those tactics will be successful. We are in Scripture
that Yahweh had to destroy the earth with a flood because mankind had become so evil that the

imaginations of men’s hearts were evil continually. We’re also told in historic books like 1
Enoch and Jasher that the fallen angels had shown mankind how to manipulate DNA to corrupt
people and animals. We’re shown by Yeshua that before the flood homosexuality was rampant in
society. Look at it this way, if Yahweh says in scripture that people are not to do something, then
that something was probably very popular before the flood. We are also told that when Yeshua
returns, it will be the same as in the days of Noah:
And as it was in the days of Noe, so shall it be also in the days of the Son of man. They
did eat, they drank, they married wives, they were given in marriage, until the day that
Noah entered into the ark, and the flood came, and destroyed them all. Likewise also as it
was in the days of Lot; they did eat, they drank, they bought, they sold, they planted, they
builded; But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from
heaven, and destroyed them all. Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is
revealed. Luke 17:26-30
Where Soros is concerned, his denouncement is that the freedom that is found in a
Republic is in fact evil. He knows that free thinkers are dangerous to socialism because they
show how freedom produces happiness and productivity. His denouncements come by of his
support for anything that hinders, stalls or denies freedom. For instance, he wants a depopulated
world to exist, so he denounces the rights of a child that is in a mother’s womb and donates to
Planned Parenthood. He wants to destroy America so he funds groups like Black Lives Matter
and LA Raza in order to cause chaos on the streets of our cities.
Soros wants to bring about the world that is totally devoid of Yahweh and one that
accepts Satan, so he supports every group that wants to bring about freedom for deviates and
malcontents. We saw earlier that he is probably very connected with the Dulce DNA Lab where
they are discovering, or should I say are being given technology by fallen angels, in order to
corrupt the genetic lines of humans and animals, as well as crops. Soros is involved in the push
to legalize Marijuana and is a major shareholder of Monsanto stock. I find it funny that many
people that are against GMO products are themselves users of Marijuana. Marijuana has been a
GMO crop for decades.
To sum this one up, George Soros is indeed a master at denouncement. He calls evil good
and good evil, which is the type of person Yahweh tells us to stay away from. Soros is also
associated with denouncement in that he uses what happened in the past to predict the future. He
goes one step further however; he makes things happen so that the past can happen again. This
man is dangerous.

The Fascist Freak – This one doesn’t take much research to verify. Just a tiny bit of research
revealed the following. And yes, I know it is from Wikipedia, but if you wish you can go there
and look at the citations at the bottom of the page to read resources:
Soros did not return to that job and went into hiding the next day. Later that year, at age
14, Soros lived with and posed as the godson of an employee of the fascist Hungarian
government’s Ministry of Agriculture. The official was at one point ordered to inventory
the remaining contents of the estate of wealthy Jewish families. Rather than leave Soros
alone in the city, the official brought him along and Soros participated in this
action. When this part of Soros’ background was broadcast on the conservative Fox
News Channel Glenn Beck show, the ADL (Anti-Defamation League) called the
revelation inappropriate and an American Jewish group called it antisemitic. Soros said
that he “grew up in a Jewish, anti-Semitic home,” and that his parents were
“uncomfortable with their religious roots.” They changed their name
from Schwartz (“black” in German) to Soros (a successor in Hungarian or will soar in
Esperanto). in 1936 to disassociate themselves from the Jewish community.
[Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Soros]
Scripture talks about bring up children in the way that they should go so that as they get
old, they will not depart from that way. Soros started out as a Fascist and never changed. He
adapted to the Capitalistic West, was schooled in finance and uses his education and prowess to
promote world fascism.
Alcyon – Is the modern-day spelling of a mythical character in Greek Mythology. Incidentally, it
is also one of the stars in the star cluster known as The Pleiades.
Alcyone, designated Eta Tauri (η Tau, abbreviated Eta Tau, η Tau), is a multiple star
system in the constellation of Taurus. Approximately 440 light years from the Sun, it is
the brightest star in the Pleiades open cluster, which is a young cluster, aged at around
100 million years. There are a number of fainter stars very close to Alcyone, all most
probably members of the same cluster.
[Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alcyone_(star)]
The interesting thing about the Pleiades is that is where the fallen angels that call
themselves the “Nordics” claim they originate. There are some channelers that receive messages
from these supposed aliens who claim that they are the good aliens and that they have come to
Earth to protect us from more sinister aliens (fallen angels) that go by the titles of Reptilians,
Insectoids and Grays. These messages could be a softening up of the population so that when
they do arrive to protect us (speculation) they could usher in a golden age of humanity. There are

Christian UFO Researchers that believe that Anti-Messiah could be one of these creatures, or a
hybrid of Nordic and Human. That remains to be seen.
German Nazi’s believed in the Nordics and claimed to be descended from them. Since Soros was
involved with the Fascists aligned with Nazi Germany he too might hold to this notion.
Aesirs of Asgard – This match goes along with the one just above it. It falls right in with the
pagan religion of the Nazis:
The Old Norse reckoned that there were three races of Gods: the Aesir, the Vanir, and
the Jotnar. The Aesir are those beings most often referred to in the ancient literature
simply as “the Gods,” in fact the word “As” means “God.” They are the Gods of human
society, representing things such as leadership, craft, justice, etc. The Vanir are more
closely connected to the earth and represent the fecundity of the land and sea, and the
natural forces which help mankind. Once there was a great war between the Aesir and
the Vanir, but this was eventually settled when it was determined that neither side could
win, and Frey, Freya, and Njord came to live with the Aesir to seal the peace. The Jotnar
are a third race of Gods and at constant war with the Aesir, but there is not and never
will be peace in this battle. The Jotnar are never called Gods, but rather referred to as
giants. They represent the natural forces of chaos and destruction as the Aesir represent
forces of order and society. Just as fire and ice mix to form the world, this creative
interaction of chaos and order maintains the balance of the world. In the end the two
sides will meet in the great battle of Ragnarok and the world will be destroyed, only to be
reborn. [Source: http://www.ravenkindred.com/RBGods.html]
If you’ve done any research into the players in the whole UFO deception, you know that
the entities that call themselves the Nordics have the attributes of those of Nordic descent. They
are tall, have blonde hair and blue eyes according to the accounts of those who have encountered
them. Of all of the supposed “alien” races, they look the most human. When you read about the
Aesirs of Asgard, and you compare it to what Soros has said about himself in regard to being
god-like, you have to wonder if he considers himself one of the Aesirs. His words and his actions
certainly bear this out.
Mohammed is right hand – This phrase connects Soros with Islam. It must be noted that during
the reign of the Nazis in the last century, they were very much in league with Islamic radicals,
both having a rabid hatred for Jews. The Nazis were National Socialists and George Soros is an
International Socialist. Soros has shown his preference for Islam. He is a big donor to Muslim
charities and supports Islam’s war against the West. In Biblical scripture, it is Yeshua that is at
the right hand of Yahweh. In Islam, it is Mohammed that sits on Allah’s throne with him.

Again, we see that Soros favors Islam. He certainly uses the Muslims for his own means.
The connection of Soros with this phrase shows why Soros takes up the cause of Islam. In his
attempt to set up a New World Order Soros has to realize that there has to be one religion that
will have to unite the world, or subdue it. I have a feeling that the reason why many of the
world’s leaders are allowing Islam to run amok in their nations is because Soros wants Islam to
become the predominant religion, with some of every other religion mixed in just enough to get
the non-Muslim peoples to accept Islam as their religion.
Sold Out – There is no question that George Soros has been a sell-out all of his life. As an
American, he is a sell-out because he wants to destroy the American way of life. As a Jew, he is
a sell-out because he hates his own people. here is a transcript of an interview with George Soros
where he is questioned about his actions during World War Two:
In Dec 20, 1998, on 60 Minutes Steve Kroft interviewed George Soros where Soros, a
Hungarian Jew, admitted collaborating with the Nazi’s s a teenager and stated: “…I had
no sense of guilt.”
KROFT: My understanding is that you went out with this protector of yours who swore
that you were his adopted godson.
SOROS: Yes. Yes.
KROFT: Went out, in fact, and helped in the confiscation of property from your fellow
Jews, friends and neighbors.
SOROS: Yes. That’s right. Yes.
KROFT: I mean, that sounds like an experience that would send lots of people to the
psychiatric couch for many, many, years. Was it difficult?
SOROS: No, not at all. Not at all, I rather enjoyed it.
KROFT: No feelings of guilt?
SOROS: No, only feelings of absolute power.”
Nothing more needs to be said about Soros being a sellout, first to his own people, second to the
country that adopted him, and third, to humanity itself.

Dictatorship – George Soros could be considered the dictator of many nations of this world. He
has ruled through Obama and will rule through Clinton if she is elected. In like manner, he
dictates many of his wishes to and through the European Union.
Democratic fascism: Wow, this is a perfect match for George Soros. Let’s look at the meanings
of the words in question:
democracy: a form of government in which people choose leaders by voting
And what is the meaning of fascism?
fascism: a way of organizing a society in which a government ruled by a dictator controls
the lives of the people and in which people are not allowed to disagree with the
government: very harsh control or authority
These two words seem like polar opposites, right? Well, on the surface they are. The
context of how the words are what is important. First, democracy is where the people vote for
their leaders. However, did you ever notice that we are given the people that we are told to vote
for? Then, when we are presented with the choices, usually only two, then the news media takes
over and they advocate for the person that the elites want in political office. This is one of the
reasons why, during our current election season, both parties are against Donald Trump. Many
Americans have finally woken up and have seen that the promises of those who are supposed to
advocate for the people actually advocate for their puppeteers.
For at least the last eight years, and probably the last four years of President Bush, we
have lived under a fascist democracy or should I say, a fiat dictatorship. There is an old Scottish
song which has a chorus that I like to quote when it comes to modern politics. I share with you
the first sentence of the chorus:
Oh! Ye’ll take the high road, and I’ll take the low road, and I’ll be in Scotland afore ye…
There is a long story about how the story came into being but I will not go into that to
save time. The thing is that there are two different ways to get to Scotland; the song challenging
one to take the high road and other to take the low road. The low road is the easy way because it
is flat and not very challenging. The high road is difficult because you have to climb a possible
treacherous route and then have to descend down a decline that could be equally treacherous.
Now picture the two entities being political parties. One party takes the low road and another

party takes the high road, but both roads lead to the place that the Elites want the United States to
reach. This is why, in our current situation, you can have both republican leaders
and democrat leaders both condemning Donald Trump because their way leads to the wishes of
people like George Soros, which is a fascist democracy, but Trump’s way doesn’t go that way, it
leads to a free republic.
Soros has often said that he does not like the American form of government as it was
originally intended to exist. He, along with other elitists, whether you want to call them
Illuminati, Bilderbergers or anything else want a New World Order and America, and now
Russia stand it the way of their wishes.
None Be Lost Fate – This makes a lot of sense when you know exactly what fate is. Let’s look
at the definition of fate as defined by the Webster’s 1828 dictionary:
FATE, noun [Latin fatum, from for, fari, to speak, whence fatus.]
1. Primarily, a decree or word pronounced by God; or a fixed sentence by which the
order of things is prescribed. Hence, inevitable necessity; destiny depending on a
superior cause and uncontrollable. According to the Stoics, every event is determined
by fate
2. Event predetermined; lot; destiny. It is our fate to meet with disappointments.
3. Final event; death; destruction.
Now remember that we’re talking about George Soros in this article, so since this phrase
equals the numerical amount in Hebrew of George Soros it has to apply to his thinking or
character. We see above that fate is something that is Yahweh controlled. For example, I’ve had
experiences where I was detained somewhere and it really bothered me that I got a late start at
what I wanted to do or where I wanted to go. Later on, I would pass a car wreck that I deduced
would have happened about the time that I would have been in that spot had I not been detained.
We have all heard stories about people who decided not to go to work, or became too ill to work
on the day that the World Trade Center was attacked, or on a day when a plane crashed or
something of the like. It would seem that for some reason those people were inconvenienced by
illness or circumstance so that they missed an event that could have killed them. That is what fate
is. It is the knowledge that for some reason we were spared for a higher purpose, in other words,
it is not Yahweh’s timing for us to go to be with him yet.

We know that Soros works for the other side where the Kingdom of Yahweh is
concerned. Basically, he is an agent of the enemy and tries to accomplish the enemy’s purpose.
Since both Soros and Satan know that fate does exist, and that everything happens for a purpose,
when something does happen to accomplish Yahweh’s purpose it is a loss for Satan. If you are a
Born-Again believer in Yeshua then in Soros’ eyes you were lost to fate because the will of
Yahweh was accomplished. It is his purpose that none be lost to fate, but he is foolish in that he
cannot comprehend that Yahweh has written everything into history already. Yahweh knows the
end from the beginning and the beginning from the end, meaning that Yahweh determines fate
and he knows the result already so that anything that is lost to fate was predetermined to be lost
already. And if you’re wondering if I’m a Calvinist, the answer is yes, but I do believe that we
should preach to every creature and let Yahweh determine the outcome.
Religion Gang Similar – When we look at Gematria we have to realize that we are looking at
letter values that lead up to word values. So, when we read “religion gang similar” it would be
the same value as “gang similar religion.” We know what similar and religion are defined as, but
what about the word “gang?” Merriam-Webster’s online dictionary defines “gang” as:
a group of persons working together (2): a group of persons working to unlawful or
antisocial ends; especially: a band of antisocial adolescents
Now that we know this definition it determines the context of the equivalent of George
Soros. The meaning renders, “a lawless group of persons with antisocial personality disorders
(psychopaths) in a way similar to religion. This lawless group is known in scripture as “the
mystery of iniquity” and it will keep growing in our day until it produces the man who scripture
calls the “son of perdition.” The Elites who work within the Mystery of Iniquity know that their
masters are not humans, but fallen angels of various orders that are aided by demons which are
actually the spirits of the Nephilim.
The Elites, of which Soros is a part are men who gain power from the fallen spiritual
beings and Soros, whether he realizes it or not, does honor and worship them by doing their
bidding. Every step, every action that he takes to bring about the New World Order is an offering
to beings in spiritual darkness. Frankly, I do believe that Soros knows exactly who he worships,
and he worships them outright, but even if his actions were done for self-glorification that will
never be an excuse on the Day of Judgement.

Simplex – This word is a combination word. It describes a word that can evolve into another
word. To put it in simple terms, Simplex is defined as something simple that can change when
other dimensions are added. The image below can best explain what is meant here.

Image by Robert Webb’s Stella software at website: http://www.software3d.com/Stella.php.
If you draw a line on a piece of paper you have made a one-dimensional drawing. If you
draw a right angle and attach it to the original line you’ve made a two-dimensional drawing. The
first drawing is a simplex. The second drawing is a 2-simplex. When you add another dimension,
you have a 3 simplex like the image above. The image above is three dimensional and it has four
equal sides and it is known as a tetrahedron. The term means that it has four faces.
In Scripture, we are told in so many ways that we have taken on too much. Yeshua told
us that we carry around heavy burdens and he exhorts us to choose the simple life. Loving
Yahweh is supposed to be simple, yet men add on religious rules to make knowing Yahweh
difficult. Everything that Yahweh meant to be easy and light mankind has taken and made more
difficult. George Soros in like manner is taking away the simplicity of living on earth and is
making everything more complicated. He wants to eliminate capitalism and replace it with
socialism, a system where you have to work harder to get less. He supports politicians that place
added burdens on Americans and Europeans. He supports efforts that take away peace and
replace it with chaos. He wants to make life so complicated and perplexing that we will look for
someone to take away our burdens. When that happens either he or a man who he supports will

step up to the plate and offer all of the solutions. The answers will look amazing, but what Soros
will do is take dimensions (burdens) away to make the simple and less complex. As an aside, this
is how New Age healers can heal. They work for the entities that create sickness in people.
When they heal it isn’t an actual healing, but the removal of the spiritual entities that were
causing the sickness to begin with. Doing this makes it simpler for the body’s defense
mechanisms to heal, it’s that simple.
Pope Latin American – This is interesting seeing that the current pope, Pope Francis is from
Latin America, Argentina to be specific. There is a strange relationship between Soros and the
current pope. Soros hates the Catholic Church and he has always supported liberal issues that the
church opposes. The strange thing about this current pope is that he seems to be very liberal in
his belief about church doctrine and he actually has come out in support of Islam, Homosexuals
and other things that are too numerous to mention here. If one didn’t know any better one would
suspect that Soros and Pope Francis are working covertly with one another to bring about the
demise of the western world.
Yod Lamed – These are two Hebrew alephbet letters, the 10th and the 12th letter respectively.
In Paleo-Hebrew “Yod” is defined as “to make.” It is interesting that the word “Lamed” in
Paleo-Hebrew means to bind or yoke. Remember above when we said that Yeshua said that
Yahweh’s ways are simple and easy, and that Yeshua came to take our heavy burdens and to
place on us his yoke, which he said is light. As the summary of the name of George Soros would
have it, the definitions show that he is here to work to make us bound (tied up) and to place a
yoke other than Yeshua’s yoke upon mankind.
CONCLUSION:
Just by looking at the words that George Soros has said, and by looking at his actions we
know that he certainly is not working for Yahweh, at least directly. Yahweh uses everything for
His glory so it appears that Soros is being used to prepare the world for the very last days, much
like Obama is being used as an instrument of correction for American and American Christians. I
have also shown that by using the Gematria as a tool to associate Soros with words that match
his name value, we can cement the assuredness that Soros is evil and not the benefactor that he
purports himself to be.
Now, what do we do with this information? First, if Yahweh directs you to, share it with
others. I know that there are others that are wondering about this man, who he is and what he

stands for. Second, use it to witness about the end times and how close we are to the return of
Yeshua Ha Mashiach. Third, use the knowledge that you now have to pray for George Soros. We
do not know if he is redeemable or not so it is our duty to pray for him like he can
be bought back by the blood of Yeshua. Fourth, pray that Yahweh’s will is done through what
Soros is doing and that Yahweh uses everything that Soros does for Yahweh’s Glory. And lastly,
be thankful that Yahweh has everything in control and find comfort in that, and in the fact that
we are ever closer to the return of Yeshua Ha Mashiach and the earthly establishment of His
Kingdom.

